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Binance (BNB) vs. Solana (SOL) vs. Avalanche (AVAX) Report
I did experiments on Solana (SOL) cryptocurrency and made reports about six months ago. I studied it and the whole
crypto world. I found SOL is the future of the centralized crypto world. It will overtake and kill BNB, the Binance Chain
token. BNB has nothing special besides pancakeswap.finance and its clone sites. Pancake isn’t even an official product of
Binance. There is one Alpaca Leverage Farm site, which is nothing special, and a few other dying Yield Farming sites. BNB
have been artificially pumping up (buying back or burning) its tokens to compete with Solana, so its price is high.
However, having nothing special being developed in their blockchain, I predict it will fade gradually.
Solana has everything in its blockchain, such as:
1. Latest modern games with Artificial Intelligence oriented games being developed,
2. Two Leverage Farm sites officially backed by Solana,
3. Many Yield Farm sites also officially backed by Solana,
4. Many Decentralized Exchanges (DEX), which Binance has none,
5. Huge NFT markets and AI-backed NFTs within the games,
6. Fastest speed and cheapest fee for transactions in whole crypto world,
7. Giant exchanges as its partners, such as Radium, Serum, FTX, and many others which officially use SOL networks,
8. Bankers and investors in the Europe and the US backing the blockchain and its eco system,
9. Insurance system being developed,
10. Advertising system being developed,
11. Many social media sites being developed,
13. Worm hole system (wormhole tokens), and official partnership with Allbridge for cross-chain transactions, and many
other important projects to list.
Success of the Solana makes me look into other competing new-comer blockchains, such as Polygon network, and
especially Avalanche (AVAX) network. My research in Polygon concluded several months ago as nothing special. It has
ridiculous regular daily downtime as negative highlight. I won’t state many other weaknesses that make this blockchain
network useless. AVAX have been claiming big and shouting loudly while they have been pumping up their token price to
make people think their invention surpass or at least is as good as SOL. AVAX eco system has nothing special at all. It has
no Leverage Farm at all, it has one nothing-special game being developed in its blockchain. Its speed and fees are not
even as good as Binance (slow and expensive), and nowhere near 20% as good as SOL.
Here are the key highlights why AVAX is a junk big-talker competitor to SOLANA. It has no partnership with exchanges
and so difficult to get its native gas-fee token transfer into wallet to get started with adventures in the AVAX. After
searching diligently, I found gate.io as the only exchange that offer AVAX chain transactions. Still, Gate.io charges huge
percentage for a transaction because AVAX isn’t cheap with fees. Furthermore, AVAX chain has two very confusing
parallel chains: AVAX Chain, which AVAX exists on, and C-Chain, which transactions have to happen it. This is an absurd
stupidity by design flaw in the blockchain. This will confuse many ordinary people who are already very confused with
crypto world peculiarities.
In conclusion, don’t be falling for AVAX token price showing abnormal bullish rally. It is unnaturally being pumped. People
behind are clowns to be talking big like they would take on Solana with junk invention. Solana is the best “centralized”
blockchain in crypto world.
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